
EXAMPLE PURPOSE OF BUSINESS PLAN

These are just a couple of very different examples of the purpose of a business plan. What both have in common is that
banks, venture capitalists, and others.

The same is true for complex organizations where it may be difficult to sift down to the essence of the
existence of the organization. Use measurable milestones, accountable responsibilities and trackable
performance expectations, for starters. There is a close relationship between the vision and mission. For
example, your vision may be a successful winery business or an economically active community. In fact,
without knowing where you're going, it's not really possible to plan at all. You can also download our free
business plan template , or get started right away with LivePlan. Feasible: Is it possible to achieve? Core
Values of the Example Business: Focus on new and innovative business ideas Practice high ethical standards.
Answering these questions is an important part of building a successful business plan. Angel investors may be
very involved or not involved at all, depending on their personal style. Don Hofstrand, retired extension value
added agriculture specialist, agdm iastate. Start by asking yourself what kinds of financing you're likely to
need--and what you'd be willing to accept. Market research in the business plan should include projections
based on consumer needs and your ability to fulfill those needs. Is it going to remain independent and
privately owned, or will it eventually be acquired or go public? How does the business get to those results? It
will become the focus of your time and energies. A business plan can be used for several things, from
monitoring your company's progress toward goals to enticing key employees to join your firm. A business
case can support a business plan by helping answer questions like this: "How will the action impact the
organization's business performance? LivePlan makes business planning easy Get Started Get the most out of
sample plans Bplans has over sample plans to learn from. They specify what you must do â€” and when.
When can investors, including you, expect a return on their money? Ownership: Are the people responsible for
achieving the objective included in the objective-setting process? Is organized around: A single action or
single decision and its alternatives. Flexible: Can it be adapted and changed as needed? Remember, the vision
is what you want to accomplish. A good business plan acts as a dynamic blueprint for running and expanding
your business, according to Inc. Can you identify any innovative approaches that could make your business
more effective in the future? Goals â€” A goal is a general statement of what you want to achieve. But, you
don't need an exact match for it to be helpful. Write it down in the form of a business goal. First, financial, to
make sure this business makes economic sense. How many hours will you be working?


